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The GIMP, an open-source Photoshop
alternative, is also a popular option for image

manipulation. It's accessible, easy to learn,
and much cheaper than Photoshop if you're

learning the software for a one-time use.
(You can find more on GIMP at

`www.gimp.org`.) If you need to alter images
online, explore sites such as

`www.zazzle.com` for T-shirts, magnets,
stickers, and more. Editing with Photoshop

Adobe Photoshop allows you to quickly
correct the following problems: Exposure: If
you've taken a photo with the wrong amount

of exposure, you can change the file's
exposure setting to automatically compensate

or boost the brightness of the image.
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Contrast: Lighting conditions are often too
low or too bright, making the image look
over- or under-exposed or washed out.

Adjusting the image's overall contrast levels
adjusts the overall colors and brings out

details in shadows and highlights. Noise (also
referred to as grain): Grains in a photo give it
a grainy feel, but they look pleasing. You can

remove unwanted grains from a photo by
manually applying different noise filters.
Figure 5-3 shows an example of reduced
noise in an image. Multiple color spaces:

Although Windows and Mac computers store
images in the sRGB color space by default,
Photoshop stores color in a wider range of

color spaces. (SRGB is a close approximation
of the standard RGB color space.) You can
convert your image to a range of different
color spaces to correct misaligned colors.

Speckles and other small dots: These
unappealing bits of dust and dirt are generally
a black-and-white problem — only one color
appears onscreen. If speckles appear on both
white and black areas of an image, Photoshop
offers a range of options that you can use to
remove them. Figure 5-4 shows an example

of speckles being removed from a photo.
Photoshop enables you to achieve almost
anything in your image with its tools. For

example, Figure 5-5 shows the steps required
to remove an oversized image from a
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background using the Image Trace tool. The
tools are explained in detail in the next

section. If you need to remove a logo or other
visible object in your photo, try using one of
Photoshop's filters. I describe these filters in

detail in Chapter 6. **Figure 5-3:** The
noise in this
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With over 600 Photoshop-like tasks and
features, Adobe Photoshop Elements helps to
edit, retouch, and organize photos and digital

images. Adobe Photoshop Elements 2018
Many people who use Photoshop or other
photo editing programs regularly refer to
Elements as an alternative to the better-

known Photoshop, as Adobe tries to convince
us to switch to its less complicated program.

There are a number of reasons why you might
need an alternative to Photoshop: You can’t
afford the price of Photoshop. If you’re on a
budget, you might consider Elements. Your
computer can’t handle the load of the real

Photoshop. When your computer is slow, the
more apps you use the slower your computer
becomes. Photoshop uses a lot of processing
power, so if you’re running Photoshop and

another app, you’re slowing down your
computer. You don’t use most of the features
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of Photoshop. Elements has a considerably
smaller feature set. You’re not a photo editing
expert. Photoshop is famous for its powerful
photo editing features, but it’s also known for
its steep learning curve. You want to learn a

new program. There are advantages to
learning a new program. Elements isn’t as

intimidating as Photoshop, and you can learn
it at your own pace. You’re a hobbyist
photographer, or you want to take your

photography to the next level. Elements is
perfect for photography in general.

Sometimes your graphics program is full of
glitches. Photoshop has a reputation for being
glitchy, and therefore some people love using

Elements to avoid a glitchy experience. 1.
What Photoshop Elements 2018 is If you’re
replacing Photoshop with Elements because

your computer can’t handle Photoshop, or you
can’t afford to buy Photoshop, you should

consider what Photoshop Elements 2018 is. If
you are not a Photoshop user, then there is a
good chance that Photoshop Elements will be

the closest you will ever get to Photoshop
features. Sure, it’s not the same. Elements

isn’t as feature-filled as Photoshop. However,
it does a lot of things that you probably

wouldn’t be using in Photoshop. Elements
2018 includes features like: This is a list of

the most frequently used Photoshop Elements
features. We’ll use this list to compare
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Microsoft’s Xbox Music and Xbox Video
apps received similar updates today, giving
them access to Pandora and more. Both apps
also got features added, such as ‘background
play’ for the Music app and a new smart
search feature for Videos. Xbox Music While
the Xbox Music app received a lot of
improvements, most notably a beta version of
the ‘Now Playing’ feature, the other “related”
apps also got some love as well. Most notably,
the Music app now has access to Pandora and
eight other music services. Microsoft has
worked with Pandora to bring their songs and
catalog over to the app. The update also
includes play lists, the ability to take a photo
or video to be uploaded to Spotify or other
music services, “Discover Weekly” and more.
Here are the feature highlights: Music App
Now with Pandora Beta feature – ‘Now
Playing’ Recently played tracks Family
playlists Playlists, artist and album art Spotify
If you are not a Pandora subscriber, you can
listen to free 3-month trial playlists, including
the first 20 tracks from your library. After
your trial ends, you can choose to subscribe to
Pandora, as long as you pay a $6.99/month
fee. All other paid music services will be
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available as well, such as Spotify, Slacker and
Rdio. Music App Now with Spotify Playback
while music is paused Background playback
Learn more at xbox.com/music (available in
the U.S. only) Xbox Video The Xbox Video
app, meanwhile, has received the ability to
download or stream videos on demand from
the likes of Netflix and Amazon Video. Other
video service additions include the ability to
subscribe to new video series, find old
television shows on Netflix, MLB.TV,
NBA.TV and other on-demand clips. You can
also browse TV listings, movies and kids TV
programs and video games. Here are some of
the feature highlights of the latest Xbox
Music and Xbox Video apps: Microsoft
explains the benefits of the initial update:
Xbox Music is the first music service to be
integrated with Xbox One. With its new
features, it makes your music more personal
than ever, connects you to your favorite
artists and makes for great gaming. Check out
some of the review highlights, published a
day after launch, for the Music app here,
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Looking for authentic, creative, delicious
food? Look no further than Leo’s Kitchen
Bistro on Wallingford’s Main Street, which
has been serving tasty food and sparking
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dialogue for decades. Linda Folgers has
owned Leo’s for 25 years, and at first she felt
like a fraud, trying to sell what she describes
as “too much food” for a restaurant with only
six seats. “We have so much on our menu that
you are eating and so much that’s going to fill
you up, that you’re thinking of getting a snack
while you’re there,” Folgers said. “It takes a
certain kind of mentality to be able to handle
that amount of food,” she said. But she has
put her creative touch on familiar items.
There’s an Italian-inspired pasta recipe, an
Asian inspired salad, and a “little taste” of
what’s on tap. Folgers, who worked as a
registered nurse before taking her culinary
training at the Marlborough College of
Culinary Arts, said she does what she has
learned from working with chefs at
restaurants in Italy and France. Folgers said
she likes creating new dishes, which also has
helped her keep meals interesting over the
years. A majority of the food served comes
from the restaurant’s in-house garden and
farm. In the past five years, she has started
composting. She doesn’t have a place to
recycle her food waste, so she takes it to
Franklin D. Roosevelt Park in the back of the
restaurant and composts it. “It’s more than
organic,” she said. “If you don’t have a
compost, you’re not doing anything.” Folgers
offers an assortment of sandwiches, like the
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quesadilla sandwich, and pizza. They offer a
daily special, as well as a cheaper “budget
day” menu. She brings her food from many
different chefs and diners into her kitchen,
and she said that is how she builds her
recipes. “The food that I offer, I’m always
trying to be a little different,” she said.
Folgers’ daughter Christine attends school at
another establishment in the neighborhood —
Hoffman’s, the top rated family restaurant in
Food
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